List two things about the course content, materials or design that were effective for your learning, or make constructive suggestions for improvement.

- This course was fun and a great class for understanding all math in a deeper meaning.

- Excellent feedback on the teaching project. You expected a lot from us, and encouraged us to excel. You demonstrate not only an extensive knowledge of mathematics, but also of teaching mathematics and what pitfalls and "holes" students will have. Thank you for helping prepare us for our future careers.

- I would have appreciated the syllabus changes reflected online or in an email.

- Best course thus far. This is the mathematics education course I have been waiting for all my college career. There should be more of these and fewer upper division courses.

- Awesome class. Nice random recap of lots of important concepts for high school math teachers to keep in mind. Good text with lots of nice challenging problems to give more gifted students.

- I liked the topics we covered. They were fun and interesting things that we won't cover in other classes. I'm glad this class wasn't just a review for what we'll do in our high school classrooms.

MACARTHUR,KELLY A: List two things about this instructor that were effective for your learning, or make constructive suggestions for improvement.
• Excellent feedback on the teaching project. You expected a lot from us, and encouraged us to excel. You demonstrate not only an extensive knowledge of mathematics, but also of teaching mathematics and what pitfall and "holes" students will have. Thank you for helping prepare us for our future careers.

• I didn't appreciate the name calling when students had valid concerns.

• Kelly MacArtuhur is my new favorite teacher. I only wish I could take a few more courses from her. I love her interaction with other students and she really knows her material. What a great mathematician and teacher!

• Great job Kelly.

• Kelly was very knowledgeable and good at answering questions. She could show us many different ways to solve a problem. At the same time, I like how she challenged us in both the homework problems and problems posed in class.